Answers to Anticipated Questions
What is the PGP?
The PGP as an active network of Christian leaders, which is:
•

voluntary –Christian leaders opt in because they share the convictions and aspirations of the PGP
and because they want to work together with other like-minded people

•

limited – partnership means a default position of seeking to support initiatives and projects of the
PGP, but not any enforced obligation to do so

•

active – partnership means a commitment to desiring to see the other partners flourish, and
incorporating that mindset in the way we shape our own ministry, and it means looking for ways to
contribute to developing common strategies for gospel growth.

We realise that networks already exist – within denominations, through friendships, in geographical areas
and through involvements in common projects. But we see an opportunity to forge a wider, focussed
network building on many of the existing networks.

What the PGP is NOT:
•

another denomination – we recognise that many potential partners are members of existing
denominations, and wish to continue to be such. The PGP does not want to compete for loyalty,
but provide a place where likeminded churches and leaders can work together to see significant
progress in gospel growth. Our expectation is that the PGP will be trans-denominational, and
stronger for it.

•

a waste of time (we hope)

What is the purpose of the PGP?
The purpose of the PGP is to see more people in Perth and WA evangelised, by the strengthening and
multiplication of churches and ministries that are evangelical and evangelistic. In God’s kindness many good
things are happening around WA, but we are convinced that:
•

the task is immense given there are usually more people at Subiaco Oval for the AFL than in
evangelical churches in WA on an average weekend

•

there is a growing number of churches and ministries across denominations that share our
common convictions and aspirations

•

more could be achieved if we actively sought to work together in developing strategies for growing
and expanding the work of the gospel

What will the PGP do?
The PGP Workgroup has identified a number of initiatives we think are critical for advancing the vision, and
where we think that such a partnership can contribute:
1. Ministry leaders - the further equipping and encouraging of existing pastors and leaders, and the
identifying, recruiting , training and positioning of new pastors, leaders and pioneering planters
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2. Planting new ministries – to reach the people of WA with the gospel of Jesus we need many more
churches and ministries everywhere. A Perth Youth Gospel Partnership is working on this.
3. Ministry among high-school aged youth – most of our churches are struggling to reach this group,
and effective ministry in schools is rare
4. Communication and coordination – many of us are working hard in our patch, but we don’t know
what is happening elsewhere that could help us, nor is much happening to generate corporate
strategies.
5. Funding and resourcing – if we are going to mount anything of significance in any of the above
areas (or others) we will need to gather the resources to enable it.
This is only an initial list of things that were obvious to us as we survey the scene. We want the PGP (via the
Partners) to actively contribute to progress in these areas, and to generate other areas where working
together in partnership could help us.

How will the PGP work?
1. Church leaders who share our Theological Vision are invited to opt in to being Partners. The
Partners become the base from which and for which cooperative activities are organised.
2. A Steering Committee is formed to oversee the development and operation of the PGP as a useful
structure for achieving the goals. The Steering Committee is working on identifying areas for action
and is taking initiatives to get things going. And it acts as a point of reference for initiatives Partners
take where cooperation by other Partners is sought. The members of the Steering Committee are
drawn from Partners, are broadly representative of them, have the confidence of Partners and
incorporate the desired expertise to fulfil the function. The Steering Committee will appoint its
members, both adding to and replenishing its membership as it deems is necessary.
3. We envisage that many of the areas of PGP action will be led by workgroups convened for that
purpose. Eg we have convened a group of people who are actively involved in ministry to highschool aged youth to develop a strategy for growing our ministry in this area, a strategy which we
hope will benefit many of our churches individually and corporately. In the area of church planting,
we are thrilled that 121 Degrees already exists as a church planting network with similar
convictions, and we want to endorse what they are doing and seek to add value to it.
4. We have set up a website as one means of communication for Partners. The website will be
developed to include:
•

a public face of PGP so others can see what we are on about

•

sharing of resources

•

advertising events and programs that are run by PGP or Partners, or endorsed by PGP.

•

a forum for discussion and dialogue on areas of mutual interest

5. Finances – if the PGP is established, there will be some operating costs (eg maintaining a website).
Some initial costs have been covered by gifts, but Partners are asked to make an annual
contribution to cover ongoing costs. This has been set at $20 in 2012.

How do people become Partners?
Initially, any church leader who attended the Launch, indicates their endorsement of the Theological Vision
Statement and desires to be a Partner will be able to do so. New Partners will be by nomination by existing
Partners, and will need to endorse the Theological Vision Statement and Doctrinal Statement. Partners will
need to renew their Partnership every 2 years.
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We are using the term “church leaders” to mean church Pastors, pastoral staff (eg Associate Pastors,
church Youth Workers) Staff in para-church ministries (like Theological lecturers, School chaplains) and
extending to church elders where they play a significant role in the gospel ministry of the church.
We also envisage churches becoming “Aligned Churches”, where the church leaders are Partners, and the
churches they serve decide (in whatever way their church government might determine) that the church
wishes to identify with the PGP. Over time we envisage a list/map of Aligned churches being available on
the website so that people looking for a church might use it to find a suitable church in their region.

How do events become PGP endorsed events?
The PGP Steering Committee initiates events to further the aims, and these will appear on the PGP website
and advertising will be circulated to all Partners
We also encourage Partners who are involved in organising events or programs that are open to other
people in the PGP network and that further the aims of the PGP to ask the Steering Committee to endorse
the events. These will then be included in the Events Calendar on the PGP website and emails to Partners.
From time to time, other events will be happening that the Steering Committee deems of interest to all
PGP Partners, and these will also be included on the Calendar and emails.

How will the annual contribution money be administered?
The Steering Committee will have the responsibility for administering the money. It will only be used for
achieving the aims of the PGP. We anticipate that all events that the PGP runs will be effectively selffunding, although this cannot be guaranteed. A financial statement will be distributed annually to all
Partners. And all Partners are welcome to make inquiries at any time (to pgp@pgp.org.au).

Will the PGP have an Annual General Meeting of Partners?
At this point in its formation, there is no requirement to have an AGM, and the Steering Committee is of
the opinion that Partners don’t want an AGM. However, there is provision for a Special General Meeting of
Partners to be called by either the Steering Committee or by any 4 Partners to consider any issue of
sufficient substance.
PGP Steering Committee June 2012
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